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Are you interested in specialist finance and want to learn more? Your top questions answered in

#TABU podcast season 2, episode 3. This season we’ll be talking to the experts both at TAB and our

special guests to cover all topics ranging from investing in property to lending, and finance.

In episode 4 of season 2, TAB U host Katrina Hindley is joined by Kobi Lehrer, CSO at TAB. Our special

guests this episode are Stuart Mogg, associate partner at EY and Jack Dutton, senior manager also at

EY. They’ve joined us to provide an insight on all things to do with specialist finance, including what

specialist finance is, how it works and who are the main providers? 

The top five questions asked on this week’s podcast are: 

1. What is the specialist finance market? 

2. Who uses specialist finance?

3. How does specialist finance work?

4. Why is specialist finance so popular?

5. Who are the providers of specialist finance?

What is the specialist finance market? 

Put simply, the specialist finance market is any ‘non-bank’ that lends money to small to medium sized

enterprises (SME’s). 

Is there a difference between specialist lending and specialist finance? 



It's something that’s hotly debated in the alternative finance industry, according to Stuart “we’ve

discussed it at length, and in our view, no there isn’t a difference between the terms and they should

largely be treated the same.” 

Why does the specialist finance industry exist? 

When we think of finance, we think of large scale banks that operate on economies of scale, however,

a lot of consumer needs especially for businesses situated in the SME bracket, are not satisfied by

mainstream financial institutions. What’s often the case in the specialist financial sector is

entrepreneurs who want to create an exciting product, may not be eligible for mainstream finance

due to the banks' strict criteria.

Specialist finance allows them to receive funding for their more innovative, unconventional projects.

“Specialist lenders are able to evolve and adapt to find different ways of serving the end client, which

is why the specialist lending market continues to grow. We’ve seen the industry take off post 2008,

when banks started to retract and change their core areas of focus.”

Who uses specialist finance? 

“Anyone really and that includes both consumers and businesses. There are multiple types of entities

that require specialist finance. It could be property related and you need financing for home

improvements, or could be venture capital. There's a whole range of needs that can be satisfied

through specialist finance.” says Jack.

Specialist finance can often be considered the unsung hero of the finance industry, providing

companies that aren’t eligible for mainstream finance funding. 

How does specialist finance work? 

There’s a variety of different angles you can take to help answer this question from the mechanics of

how the loan works to simpler explanations. Essentially, funding is provided to a client, with the

agreement that it will be paid back in instalments, these regular payments are normally paid back

with added interest. Each deal is normally assessed by an underwriter that looks into the feasibility of

the deal and gives the green light before completion. There are other options such as bullet



repayments where the loan is paid all back at once instead of regular instalments, this is often the

case with bridging finance, however, there is always still some level of interest applicable to it. “Some

people may argue that this form of financing is expensive due to the interest rates, but I think if

you’re able to complete your goal or project that couldn’t have been achieved through lower interest

rates loans, then it’s a worthy investment for you,” says Jack. 

Why is specialist lending ‘expensive’? 

When comparing specialist lending prices to mainstream lenders, you may find some differences.

When looking at banks, the funding they receive or their source of income is generally being paid

with single digits and smaller interest rates. For specialist lenders and alternative finance companies,

they’re often paying much larger and at times double digit interest rates for their funding so they are

required to provide larger interest rates to their clients. It allows for a potentially win-win situation

where the client receives funding for their project and the specialist lender can also make a return.

The benefit for specialist lending is the scope of projects specialist lenders are happy to fund. It’s

harder to consider whether you’re paying more for specialist lending when your unique project may

not have been approved for mainstream funding. 

Why is specialist finance so popular? 

“There’s always room for growth and I think we can make it more popular!” says Jack. There’s so much

that can be achieved through specialist financing that is almost impossible without. High values of

capital aren’t available to most of the general public and innovative, more unconventional projects

and plans aren’t always going to be approved. 

“There is so much that people can do with specialist lending, it definitely something we need to get

out there more and popularise - it’s something that we’re always banging the drum for, at EY, these

products work and can be good for the end user” says Stuart.  

Who are providers of specialist finance? 

There’s such a variety of products available in the specialist financing industry. You’re now seeing

more institutionalisation of products and high street banks are even coming with their buy now pay

later products. Stuart added “The marketing for specialist finance is enormous and growing. You see



advertisements on public transport, at conventions, online through Google advertisements are

massive and will only get bigger. In the past there were very few specialist finance lenders, now I

could point you in the direction of at least five finance providers for just agricultural loans, and those

are considered niche!”

This podcast is for information only and does not constitute advice or a personal recommendation.

When it comes to financing, any property used as security is at risk of repossession if you do not keep

up with your payments. If you are unsure of the risks, you are advised to obtain appropriate

professional advice.
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Capital is at risk. Property values can go down as well as up. Borrowers may default and

investments may not perform as expected. Interest and income are not guaranteed. Returns

may vary. You should not invest more than you can afford to lose. TAB is not authorised by

the Financial Conduct Authority. Investments are not regulated and you will have no access to

the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) or the Financial Ombudsman Service

(FOS). Past performance and forecasts are not reliable indicators of future results and should

not be relied on. Forecasts are based on TAB’s own internal calculations and opinions and

may change. Investments are illiquid. Once invested, you are committed for the full term. Tax

treatment depends on individual circumstances and may change.

You are advised to obtain appropriate tax or investment advice where necessary. Understand

more about the key risks here.

TAB is a trading name of TAB London Limited. Registered in England and Wales with

registration number: 11225821 and whose registered office is at 101 New Cavendish Street,

London W1W 6XH.
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E: help@tabhq.com

W: tabhq.com
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